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TECHNICAL FIELD
The present subject matter is related, in general to a Visual Interpretation System for
Tree Boosting models (VISTB), and more particularly, but not exclusively to system and
method for displaying evolving results of multiple iterations of a decision tree boosting process
in a temporal confusion matrix on a Graphical User Interface (GUI).

BACKGROUND
Classification is one of the most fundamental problems in supervised machine learning.
With the vigorous innovations in this problem, two groups of learning solutions become
dominating recently with outstanding performance, i.e., deep learning [11] and ensemble
learning [23]. Tree boosting [5,6] is one of the most typical ensemble learning solutions, which
has achieved superior performance than deep learning solutions in many applications
(especially for those with tabular data). It has become the most widely adopted solution, and
the most frequent wining solution, in many machine learning competitions (e.g., Kaggle
Challenges and KDD Cup (i.e., Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery competition).

The general idea of tree boosting [5,6], proposed in late 1990s, is to iteratively train a
sequence of weak learners (i.e., decision trees), each learns from the mistakes of its
predecessor. The resulting ensemble of weak learners can then be used for inference, where the
prediction result will be the summation of the predictions from individual learners. In recent
work, more efficient, scalable, and distributed implementations of the algorithm were proposed
(e.g., XGBoost [4], LightGBM [10], and CatBoost [18]), and they have demonstrated
extraordinarily good performance across a wide range of applications. Nevertheless, although
tree boosting models are being adopted in more and more applications, their internal working
mechanisms remain opaque in most cases, leaving the interpretation and diagnosis of these
models an emerging yet challenging topic.

From the review of prior art documents, we found several visual interpretation and
diagnosis works for decision trees and tree boosting models. In BOOSTVis [13], a
comprehensive tool to diagnose tree boosting models is disclosed. The model’s details are
disclosed from four orthogonal levels, i.e., classifier, class, instance, and feature-level.
BaobabView [25] discloses about using an interactive baobab-like design to enable users to
integrate their domain knowledge into the construction and analysis process of decision trees.
2
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Even with these advanced visual interpretation solutions, however, the dynamic evolution of
tree boosting models has not been given enough considerations. As the number of trees (weak
learners) in boosting models are sequentially growing with the training iterations, it is critical
to understand how the models evolve with the growing number of building-blocks (trees).
Specifically, what data instances become easier or harder to be classified with the newly added
set of weak learners. What features of the data play more/less important roles in the overall
ensemble model after introducing the new set of learners. These details are very important to
reveal the model progress direction and help to understand how the ensemble model gradually
gain the prediction power over individual training iterations.

Hence, there is a need to focus on the dynamic evolution of tree boosting models. The
present disclosure proposes a Visual Interactive System for Tree Boosting (VISTB) to
overcome above mentioned setbacks. The VISTB facilitates 1) a novel design of the temporal
confusion matrix revealing the evolution of prediction changes over the tree building iterations,
(2) a feature evolution and comparison view and this view discloses the roles of different data
features, (3) an interactive tree exploration view demonstrating the detailed structures of
individual trees at different iterations.

The information disclosed in this background of the disclosure section is only for
enhancement of understanding of the general background of the disclosure and should not be
taken as an acknowledgment or any form of suggestion that this information forms the prior
art already known to a person skilled in the art.

SUMMARY
The following presents a simplified summary of the present disclosure in order to provide a
basic understanding of some aspects of the disclosure. This summary is not an extensive
overview of the disclosure. It is not intended to identify key or critical elements of the
disclosure or to delineate the scope of the disclosure. The following summary merely presents
some concepts of the disclosure in a simplified form as a prelude to the more detailed
description provided below.
In an embodiment, the present disclosure relates a Visual Interpretation System for Tree
Boosting (VISTB) with three coordinated visualization components to interpret and diagnose
tree boosting models. First, Temporal Confusion Matrix view employs a novel sankey-diagram
3
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based design to track data streams across boosting iterations, from which users can select data
instances from different data streams. The selected data instances, start and end iteration of the
data stream, and the involved classes will be passed to the other two views (i.e.,
overview/details strategy). Second, feature view takes the information to compute feature
importance for the involved classes at both the start and end iterations. Important features are
then sorted at the start and end iterations respectively and connected with strips to help users
to track the evolution of features. Third, tree view visualizes the structure of the tree at the
specified iterations for the studies class and allows users to highlight the path that the instances
of interest flow through. Further, the features used for the tree splitting can also be passed into
the Feature view for interpretation.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in and constitute a part of this disclosure,
illustrate exemplary embodiments and, together with the description, serve to explain the
disclosed principles. The numbers are used throughout the figures to reference features and
components. Some embodiments of device or system and/or methods in accordance with
embodiments of the present subject matter are now described, by way of example only, and
with reference to the accompanying figures, in which:

Fig.1 illustrates an example which depicts building of trees iteratively and sequentially, in
accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure;

Fig.2A illustrates an example which depicts evolution of predictions between two iterations,
in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure;

Fig.2B illustrates a difference between a traditional confusion matrix (two matrices
representing results from different stages of tree boosting) and a temporal confusion matrix
(which shows more clearly how results changed between two trees boosting stages), in
accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure;

Fig.3 illustrates a Visual Interpretation System for Tree Boosting (VISTB) with three
coordinated visualization simple views, in accordance with some embodiments of the present
disclosure;
4
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Figs.4A-4C illustrate VISTB with three coordinated visualization detailed views including
temporal confusion matrix view, feature view, (c) tree view, in accordance with some
embodiments of the present disclosure;

Fig.5 illustrates a temporal confusion matrix with union/intersection filtering, in accordance
with some embodiments of the present disclosure;

Fig.6 illustrates an example which depicts a temporal confusion matrix, in accordance with
some embodiments of the present disclosure;

Fig.7 illustrate pie charts showing distribution of different data flows, in accordance with some
embodiments of the present disclosure;

Fig.8A illustrates an example which depicts plotting of SHAP values for different features, and
a demonstration of circle packing, in accordance with some embodiments of the present
disclosure;

Fig.8B illustrates an example which depicts an improved plot for summarizing SHAP values
for different features, in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure;

Fig.9 illustrate a Force-directed layout with horizontal constraint, Circle packing algorithms
with the force-directed layout, in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure;

Fig.10 illustrates Temporal confusion matrix for activity data, in accordance with some
embodiments of the present disclosure;

Fig.11 illustrates distribution of different data groups in later iterations, in accordance with
some embodiments of the present disclosure;

Fig.12 illustrates importance of F53 to different classes, in accordance with some embodiments
of the present disclosure;

5
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Fig.13 illustrates temporal confusion matrix for the Forest dataset, in accordance with some
embodiments of the present disclosure;

Fig.14 illustrates an example which depicts visualization of importance of F1 for CO from
iteration 1 to 100, in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure;

Fig.15 illustrates horizontal histogram in tree view for seven forest type classes, in accordance
with some embodiments of the present disclosure;

Fig.16 illustrate trees for CO from iteration 1 to 15, in accordance with some embodiments of
the present disclosure;

Fig.17 illustrates an example which depicts building or boosting of decision trees, in
accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure; and

Figures 18 illustrates a block diagram of an exemplary computer system for implementing
embodiments consistent with the present disclosure.

The figures depict embodiments of the disclosure for purposes of illustration only. One skilled
in the art will readily recognize from the following description that alternative embodiments of
the structures and methods illustrated herein may be employed without departing from the
principles of the disclosure described herein.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DISCLOSURE
In the present document, the word "exemplary" is used herein to mean "serving as an example,
instance, or illustration." Any embodiment or implementation of the present subject matter
described herein as "exemplary" is not necessarily to be construed as preferred or advantageous
over other embodiments.

While the disclosure is susceptible to various modifications and alternative forms, specific
embodiment thereof has been shown by way of example in the drawings and will be described
in detail below. It should be understood, however that it is not intended to limit the disclosure
to the particular forms disclosed, but on the contrary, the disclosure is to cover all
6
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modifications, equivalents, and alternative falling within the spirit and the scope of the
disclosure.
The terms “comprises,” “comprising,” or any other variations thereof, are intended to cover a
non-exclusive inclusion, such that a setup, device, or method that comprises a list of
components or steps does not include only those components or steps but may include other
components or steps not expressly listed or inherent to such setup or device or method. In other
words, one or more elements in a device or system or apparatus proceeded by “comprises… a”
does not, without more constraints, preclude the existence of other elements or additional
elements in the device or system or apparatus.

The terms "an embodiment", "embodiment", "embodiments", "the embodiment", "the
embodiments", "one or more embodiments", "some embodiments", and "one embodiment"
mean "one or more (but not all) embodiments of the invention(s)" unless expressly specified
otherwise.
The terms "including", "comprising", “having” and variations thereof mean "including but not
limited to", unless expressly specified otherwise.

Visual Interpretation of Predictive Model:
A fast-growing number of visual interpretations works for predictive models have been
proposed recently [3,9,12,17,21,26,28]. in some prior arts. From them, model interpretation
works for decisions trees [24,25] and ensemble models [8,13] are closely related to present
disclosure. For decision tree visualization, Baobab View [25] is the most recent and a typical
visualization example. It adopts the node-link diagram to represent the tree structures. For
ensemble model visualization GBRTVis [8] and BOOSTVis [13] are the representative works
in visualizing gradient boosted regression and classification models, respectively.

Confusion Matrix Visualization:
Confusion matrix is an effective metric to reflect predictive models’ performance, especially
multi-class classification models. It is a 2D matrix, where rows and columns represent the true
label and predicted labels, respectively. Value in each cell denotes the number of instances
falling into that cell. For each class, the cell on the diagonal represents true positive instances
7
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and non-diagonal cells are for false positives (see Fig. 2). The visualization of confusion matrix
can be grouped into two categories. The first category focuses on visualizing a single static
confusion matrix (or its variants). For example, Squares [20] presents the instance-level
probability score distribution across classes with stacked square glyphs. ModelTracker [2]
shared the same goal of instance-based analysis and represents each instance as a box with
red/green color to encode prediction results. However, it supports binary classification models
only. Manifold [28] enables the comparison of two predictive models’ performance by placing
data instances into four quadrants, from which, users can easily observe the agreements and
disagreements of the compared models. Lasalle et al. presented Confusion Wheel [1], where
different circular sectors are used to represent different classes and the confusion between
classes are represented with chords connecting the corresponding sectors. The second category
focuses on the dynamic evolution of a confusion matrix, and the resulting designs are often
called temporal confusion matrix. For example, Liu et al. [13] stacked the columns of a
confusion matrix vertically into a stacked bar, which can then grow horizontally with the
growing number of training iterations. Another example is the Confusion Flow Matrix
proposed by Hinterreiter et al. [7], which aggregated the confusion matrix values for the same
cell across iterations and visualized the collection of values at the cell through stacked
heatmaps or superimposed curves. In the present disclosure, a new design of the temporal
confusion matrix is proposed. The proposed design focuses on the stream of data instances that
flowing between different matrix cells across training iterations, which is different from
disclosed the prior arts designs.

Background and motivation:
The idea of boosting is to iteratively train a sequence of weak learners, each strives to minimize
the residuals from its predecessor (i.e., learns from the errors remained in its previous iteration).
Different from random forest, these trees are not independent. The most commonly used weak
learners are decision trees and two famous implementations of the tree boosting are xgboost
[4], lightGBM [10], and CatBoost [18]. The present disclosure focused on xgboost here (to
accommodate experts’ focus), but the present disclosure solution can be applied to lightGBM
and CatBoost easily.

The number of boosting iterations decides the number of trees in tree boosting. For binary
classifications, these two numbers are the same. For multi-class classifications, the number of
8
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trees is a product of the number of iterations (K) and the number of classes (C). Fig. 1 shows a
simplified example of iterative and sequential trees building. For example,12 trees may be
constructed when the number of classes C=3 and the number of iterations K=4. Specifically, C
trees may be built in each iteration, each is a binary classifier differentiating instances of the
current class from the rest. For example, T2,4 is a binary decision tree (for the 2nd class in the
4th iteration) that differentiating C2 from the rest two classes.

Assuming the above model is trained on a dataset D with n instances, each instance di∈D
contains m features, i.e., di =< F1, F2…………,Fm >. Tree Tc, k (for class c∈C at iteration k∈K)
is a function that transfers each instance di to a leaf node of the tree (based on individual feature
values of di). The leaf node contains a scalar value (the weak learners regressions trees called
rather than decision trees, as the leaf nodes contains regressed values rather than decisions),
which will be used to derive the final probability of the instance, i.e., Li c,k = Tc,k(di). The final
probability for di is a vector of length C, i.e., a probability distribution. Each element of the
vector is the sum of all leaf values normalized through a softmax function across all classes.
Mathematically, it is computed by:

The final prediction for di is argmax (pi). Notice that in Equation 1, each element of pi is a
summation of the leaf values from all binary trees trained for the corresponding class.
Therefore, trees that contribute larger positive leaf values will push the prediction of di more
towards the corresponding class.

Four Types of Data Instances in Model Evolution:
Between any two iterations, the prediction of the data instances may change, and it is crucial
for machine learning practitioners to know how the predictions are evolving. We borrow the
concepts of improved and degenerated instances from earlier works and define two more types
of instances to better describe the prediction evolution, as shown in Fig. 2:
9
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• The improved instances are those that were misclassified in the former iteration but
correctly classified in the latter iteration.
• The degenerated instances are these that were correctly classified in the former
iteration but incorrectly classified in the latter iteration.
• The shifted instances are these with wrong predictions in both iterations, and the
predictions from the two iterations are different.
• The unchanged instances are these with the same predictions between the two
iterations.

Shap Values:
The Shap value [15, 16] for a single instance at an iteration is a matrix sized m×c, reflecting
the importance of each feature to each class. This metric is additive, i.e., if the Shap values of
feature a and b are x and y, respectively. Their impact to the prediction is x +y. Using these
additive features, we can aggregate the importance of features across all data instances and
provide an overall impact of a feature to the model.

Design requirement:
The present disclosure work starts from an industrial project on fraud detections, where a group
of visualization researchers and machine learning experts tried to explore the power of
XGBoost. From the visualization side, working with the machine learning experts for
collecting what aspect of the data would be helpful for them to interpret/diagnose the model.
The beginning discussions were conducted as informal interviews. For example, by asking
what they want to see and showing them with existing visualization options and ask them how
they like/dislike the design or what part of the design should be improved. From this discussion,
XGBoost code snaps are received from the experts to play with, develop visualization
prototypes, and explain present disclosure design rationales to the experts. Iteratively, learned
that the XGBoost model, improved the visualizations, and developed an instance-based visual
analytics pipeline. In the following, summarizing the design requirements from the interactions
with the experts into three main themes, data filtering, feature investigation, and instance
tracking.

10
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• R1: Data Filtering based on Model Evolution. The first part is to have an overview on the
temporal evolution of the trained model, based on which, data instances of interest can be
selected on-demand.
– R1.1: Presenting the overall model performance statistics, and their evolution with
training iterations. Such an overview is always the first thing that the experts want to see.
– R1.2: Being able to flexibly select iteration, class, instances. The problem we worked
on is a multi-class classification (e.g., different types of frauds), where certain classes are of
more interest than others. This requirement is to enable users to flexibly change the analysis
focus, which will be also fed into other views.
– R1.3: Showing the model’s prediction result for the selected iteration, class,
instances.
• R2: Feature Investigation. This is to interpret what features contribute more to what classes
and how their contributions evolve with the training.
– R2.1: Identifying the most important features (to a class) for users to be focused on.
As the number of features could be very large, this is very necessary to limit the experts’ scope
of analysis.
– R2.2: Being able to reveal the feature evolution over iterations. For example, compare
to earlier stages, to determine whether the model can better utilize a feature in latter stages or
not.
•R3: Instance Tracking. Instance-based analysis is often conducted by the experts, where they
often need to identify irregularly behaved data points (e.g., false positives) and track how their
predictions evolve over iterations.
– R3.1: Tracking the instance’s prediction results across iterations. For example, for the
false positive instances, are they always false positive or verify whether the model can correct
their predictions in later stages or not.
– R3.2: Tracking the instance’s feature contributions across features.
– R3.3: Tracking how the instance flow in different trees decided by the iteration and
class index.

System overview:

11
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The present disclosure provides a Visual Interpretation System for Tree Boosting (VISTB)
with three coordinated visualization components to interpret and diagnose tree boosting models
(shown in Fig. 3). First, the temporal confusion matrix view (shown Fig. 3a) employs a novel
Sankey-diagram [22] based design to track data streams across boosting iterations. From this
user can selected data instances from different data streams. The selected data instances, the
start and end iteration of the data stream, and the involved classes will be passed to the other
two views. The feature view (shown in Fig. 3b) takes the information to compute feature
importance for the involved classes at both the start and end iterations. Important features are
then sorted at the start and end iterations respectively and connected with strips to help users
to track the evolution of features. The Tree view (shown Fig. 3c) visualizes the structure of the
tree at the specified iterations for the studies class and allows users to highlight the path that
the instances of interest flow through. Moreover, the features used for the tree splitting can also
be passed into the feature view for interpretation. The three views may be introduced with
details (i.e., under visual analytics system) and how they work together to meet individual
requirements on interpreting and diagnosing tree boosting models is disclosed further down.

visual analytics system: VISTB:
The design rationales and implementation details of the three main components of VISTB are
introduced below.

Temporal Confusion Matrix:
Confusion matrix (as shown in Fig. 5a), grouping data instances into difference matrix cells
based on their true and predicted labels, is an effective way to visualize a predictive model’s
performance at a fixed time step. To disclose the model’s performance across time, several
designs for temporal confusion matrix have been proposed, e.g., [7,13]. However, these designs
are not able to show and track the dynamic flowing of data instances among individual
confusion matrix cells across iterations (as shown in Fig. 2).

Sankey Diagram Based Temporal Confusion Matrix:
In the present disclosure a new Sankey diagram-based design (as shown in Fig. 4-a2) is
proposed to reveal the dynamic flowing of data instances. Each Sankey node is a cell of the
confusion matrix, named by iteration_{true label}_{predicted label}. Each layer of nodes
represents a confusion matrix at a user interested iteration. Links connecting two nodes from
12
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neighbouring layers show the flow of data instances between the corresponding matrix cells
from different iterations. For example, the highlighted link in Fig. 4-a2 connecting T1_1_1 and
T9_1_2 represents data instances of class 1 that were predicted as class 1 in iteration 1 and
predicted as class 2 in iteration 9. The links with green, red, blue, and gray color represent
groups of improved, degenerated, shifted, and unchanged instances, respectively.

A similar design is noticed recently in Instance Flow [19], which also uses a sankey diagram
to show the flow of data instances. However, each sankey node in Instance Flow is a row of
the confusion matrix. Compared to it, present disclosure design shows a finer granularity of the
data flow, as each sankey node represents a cell of the confusion matrix and each link represents
a single data flow direction. This finer granularity also avoids the mix of classes in the same
sankey nodes/links.

Class Filtering:
For datasets with many classes, there will be numerous sankey nodes/links, which may
overwhelm users. However, in real analysis scenarios, the domain experts often focus on one
class (to check the behaviour of that class’s instances) or two classes (to examine why the
model mixes them). Therefore, class filtering is enabled in present proposed design to avoid
visual clutters. Fig. 5a shows an example confusion matrix for four classes. Among them, C1
and C2 are of interest. The union filtering keeps all cells of the confusion matrix that involve
C1 or C2, whereas the intersection filtering keeps only cells that both C1 and C2 are involved.

In terms of class selection. Our real application is fraud detection, in which the experts have
very strong option on which type of fraud that he/she should be focused on.
Notice that, the two class filtering methods filter data instances at the same time. To make the
number of instances constant across iterations (i.e., layers of the Sankey diagram), we only
keep instances that appear in all selected iterations. For example, there might be instances of
class 1 that were predicted as class 0 in iteration 40, which should appear in the Sankey diagram
under the union filtering of class 0. However, in iteration 50, these instances are predicted as
class 2 and they should not appear in the diagram. In this case, we remove these instances since
they did not appear in both iterations.

Log Scale:
13
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The height of sankey nodes and the bandwidth of sankey links are linearly proportional to the
numbers of instances. However, the numbers of improved/degenerated/shifted instances are
usually much smaller than the number of unchanged instances, making the corresponding
nodes/links very small/thin and hard to be interact with. But users often need to interact with
these instances as they are of more interest in model diagnosis. Therefore, present disclosure
enables logarithmic mapping in the sankey diagram. However, the straightforward
implementation of the logarithmic mapping will result in visual inconsistency in the
bandwidths of the input and output links of a sankey node, as shown in Fig. 6b. The problem
can be fixed with another linear rescaling, as detailed in algorithm 1. Assume the set of input
and output links of a node are P and Q, with individual links as pi and qi. The height of the node
will be mapped to the maximum of the log-sum among all left or right nodes (line 3). The width
of each input/output link is then linearly rescaled to the proportion of their log values to the
total log-sum (line 5 and 8).

Compared to linear mapping, the logarithmic mapping solves the interaction issue, but it cannot
accurately reflect the number of instances in each node/link. As a final design, the present
disclosure keeps both (liner and logarithmic mapping) and allow users to switch between them
with smooth animations to take advantages of their respective merits.

Overview and Detail Exploration:
The sankey diagram based temporal confusion matrix is integrated with a line chart showing
the value of a user interested metric (e.g., the loss/accuracy value, the number of
improved/degenerated instances across iterations). Users can explore these two views
14
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following the overview and details strategy, i.e., the line chart shows the overall model trend,
whereas the Sankey diagram presents the filtered confusion matrix of interested iterations only.
The dashed lines provide visual guidance to connect the two views (as shown in Fig. 4-a1, a2).
Fig.7 showing pie charts indicating the distribution of different data flows. Zooming into the
line chart, pie charts at individual iterations may be visible (as shown Fig. 7) to show the
distribution of improved/degenerated/shifted data instances. The distribution of unchanged
instances are not shown, as those instances are of less interest and their size is usually much
larger than the other three types. Showing them will make the other three types hard to see.
However, when an iteration contains no improved degenerated, or shifted instances, a gray pie
is drawn at those iterations, to indicate all unchanged instances. The pie at iteration 0 and 1 are
also in gray. Because at iteration 0, there is no prediction. At iteration 1, there is prediction
changes. The pie chart provides informative hints for users to select iterations into the sankey
diagram.

Probability Evolution Plot and Data Table:
Upon clicking a link in the sankey diagram, the corresponding data instances will be selected
and shown in the Data Table (Fig. 4-a5). Meanwhile, the Probability Evolution Plot (Fig. 4-a3)
shows the average probability distribution of the selected instances in both the start and end
iterations. The black-stroked bars indicate the probability values in the start iteration. Color
filled bars denote the probability values in the end iterations. For example, Fig. 4-a3 shows the
probability of C2 increased and C5 decreased from the start to the end iteration. While clicking
individual rows in the data table, the corresponding instance may be selected and the
Probability Evolution Plot in Fig. 4-a4 shows the probability change for that single instance.

Feature View:
With the identified instances from the temporal confusion matrix, the next step is to diagnose
why they follow certain data flows and what are the contributing features. Shap value is used
to answer this question, as it is the state-of-the-art feature interpretation metric. There is an
existing visualization for shap values, i.e., the summary plot (as shown Fig. 8a or Fig 8b), may
be well-adopted by machine learning experts. Each row of the visualization is one feature. Each
circle represents one data instance. The circles’ horizontal position reflects the corresponding
instances shap values to the feature. Circles with the same shap value may be overlapped and
stacked. The color of each circle represents the corresponding feature value. For example, in
15
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Fig. 8b.a, instances with large LSTAT values (in red) contribute negatively to the prediction of
the current class. This visualization, however, has two major limitations. First, the overlap of
circles leads to an inconsistent visual impression. For example, the first and last row in Fig.8b.a
have the same number of circles. However, the visualization does not reflect so. Among the
experts, several did not use this plot before and they immediately pointed out that they can only
see a vertical bar for the last feature, which may be quite confusing. The drawing of all data
instances also limits the scalability of the visualization. Second, as all features are aligned along
the shap=0 line, the space are not utilized very efficiently.

The present disclosure addresses the first limitation by merging circles with similar positions
and color values into larger ones and using circle packing algorithms to avoid circle overlap.
As the position and color of circles encode the shap and feature values respectively, Twodimensional (2D) histogram may be constructed on these two variables (i.e., shap and feature
values) (as shown in Fig. 8b.b). Cells of the histogram with non-zero values are represented
with circles, whose size reflects the number of instances. These circles are then layout
horizontally based on their corresponding shap value. From the final outcome in Fig. 8b.c, the
instances have large feature values and large values contribute positively to the prediction of
the current class may be observed. Users can flexibly adjust the number of bins in the 2D
histogram to control the total number of circles (as show in Fig8b.6). From Fig.8b.1 to Fig 8b.5
different combination of shap value, feature values and corresponding summary plots are
depicted.

Two circle packing algorithms is considered for visualization of shap values. One is the force
directed layout with constraint on the x-position of each circle, which was adopted in [14]. The
algorithm iteratively finds the best position of each circle through simulated annealing. The
other is the circle packing algorithm proposed in [29], which extends the algorithm of Wang et
al. [27] by constraining the x-position of circles. Although both strives to maintain the xposition of circles, neither can guarantee to place circles at their exact x-position due to the
nature of circle packing. In present disclosure, the x-position of circles is their shap value, and
small horizontal shifts are acceptable. However, circles with positive/negative Shap values
must be put on the right/left of the shap=0 line. It is hard to meet this constraint with the
algorithm in [29], but easily accomplishable through the force directed algorithm (by adding
the constraint in the iterative simulated annealing process). Another limitation for the algorithm
16
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in [29] is that it does not limit the vertical extension of the layout (See the comparison in Fig.
9). With these two limitations, in the present disclosure the force directed algorithm is selected.
The longer layout latency of the force-directed algorithm is acceptable, as the circles updated
iteratively. For the second issue of space utilization, the feature rows moved horizontally to
best use the space. This change is fine with our domain experts. However, they care more on
locating the selected instances in the visualization and tracking them across features. Further
individual selected instances with circles may be visualized as well and use Bezier curves to
connect the corresponding ones across features, as ´ shown by the red curve in Fig. 4-b1.

Similar to the original summary plot, features are sorted based on their importance to the
current class and several ways of sorting may be employed so that users can switch from the
widget in Fig. 4-b3.
1. Average (selected data): sort by the absolute mean of shap values (mean(|shap|)) from
the selected instances only.
2. Average (all data): sort by the absolute mean of shap values (mean(|shap|)) of all data
instances.
3. Difference (selected data): sort features by the difference of mean(|Shap|)
(aggregated from the selected data instances only) between the start and end iterations.
4. Difference (all data): sort by the difference of mean(|shap|) (aggregated from all data)
between the start and end iterations using all data.
5. Selected Features: order features by their order in the selected tree path (root to leaf).
Two such feature visualizations are shown side-by-side, one for the feature importance from
the start iteration (as shown in Fig. 4-b1) and the other for the end iteration (as shown in Fig.
4-b2). The corresponding features are connected with strips to show the change between the
two iterations. Several alternative designs are also considered, most notably, using horizontal
bar charts to show the distribution, rather than circles. The horizontal position of bars can be
better preserved and need not to worry about the overlap issue. However, it only reflects one
dimensional (1D) distribution information and is hard to encode individual selected data
instances into the visualization.

Tree View:
Drilling down to individual trees, it is important to reveal how each feature has been used for
splitting and how the selected data instances flow through a tree. While discussing with the
17
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experts on this requirement and presenting them with the state-of-the-art tree boosting
visualization works, the experts provided very positive feedback on the tree visualization
proposed in [13, 25]. The visualization presents the structure of a tree through a node-link
diagram. Each internal tree node shows the splitting condition, and each leaf node shows the
regressed value of the corresponding branch. The link connecting a pair of parent-child nodes
shows two streams of data instances, i.e., the instances being predicted as the current and the
rest class (i.e., in blue and gray color as shown in Fig. 4-c3). Thus. believe that this is a very
straightforward and effective design for tree visualization and adopted it in VISTB with the
following improvements.

First, when clicking each internal tree node, we present a visualization is presented to show the
distribution of data instances passing through node and the splitting line (as shown in Fig. 4c4). The top half shows the data distribution where red and gray colors denotes instances whose
true label is the current or the rest classes. The bottom half shows a similar distribution, but the
red and gray colors denotes instances being predicted as the current or the rest classes. The
mismatch of the distributions from the top and bottom half of this view indicates the model still
need to be improved, in terms of better utilizing this distribution feature.

Second, dashed links are used to encode data branches that the test data did not cover (the
bottom right corner of Fig. 4-c3). The tree boosting model is trained on the training data, while
the model analysis is conducted on the test data (to check the model’s generalizability). As a
result, there might be branches generated for the training data, but not covered by the test data.
A large number of thick dashed links is an indicator of the model being over-fitted to the
training data.

Moreover, interactive node is employed and may be collapsing during tree explorations to
better utilize the limited space. Collapsed nodes are shown with filled colors.

Coordination with other views:
Upon selecting a sankey link from the Temporal Confusion Matrix, the start and end iterations,
denoted as s and e, and the corresponding data instances are selected. There will be (e−s+1) ×C
trees in this range, where C is the number of classes (see Fig. 1). We allow users to index these
trees through their iteration and class Id by clicking the horizontal and vertical bar charts in
18
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Fig. 4-c1 and Fig. 4-c2, respectively. Each bar represents an/a iteration/class, and their
height/width reflects the leaf values of the selected instances in the corresponding tree, which
provide useful guidance for the tree selection.

In the horizontal bar chart, the bar with filled red color indicates the current iteration (which is
3 in Fig. 4-c1). For example, in fig.4b and 4c, the current iterations are 1(i. e, C0) and 2 (i.e.,
C1) respectively. The dashed stroke of bars denotes the state change of the selected data
instance. Green/red/blue indicates the instance’s prediction is improved/degenerated/shifted,
which is also helpful for the iteration selection. For example, the selected instance in Fig. 4-a5,
is a degenerated instance from iteration 1 to 9, as it is from the red sankey link in Fig. 4-a2.
The stroked bars in Fig. 4-c1 shows the instance turn into a degenerated one at iteration 9 and
before that, its state may be changed multiple times, e.g., being a degenerated instance at
iteration 3, an improved instance at iteration 6. The dashed-stroke bars help to guide users to
the corresponding tree for detailed explorations. From the tree visualization, one can also imply
the reason behind the state change of instances. For example, the higher bar in Fig. 4-c1 and
longer bar in Fig. 4-c2 reflect the large leaf value of the instance to class C0, contributing to
the increase of the probability for C2 (according to Equation 1)

Case studies with machine learning experts:
We explore the power of XGBoost on fraud detection problems with real-world industry-scale
data and use VISTB to diagnose the XGBoost models. However, due to the data privacy issues,
we are not able to present these cases. Instead, we use several public datasets to showcase the
use of our system. These cases are explored together with a group of machine learning
researchers (in the level of principle researchers) with different levels of understanding on the
XGBoost and GBM models.

E1 is the researcher who share the code snaps of XGBoost and introduce the Shap values and
different visualizations he used in Python, such as the summary plot as shown in Fig. 8a. E1,
E2, and E3 participated in the early iterative designs of the system with weekly/bi-weekly
meetings. E2 and E4 claimed they used GBM a lot in industrial projects but are no longer super
clear about the back-end theories on how the model works (as these algorithms are so
convenient to be considered as blackboxes). E3 and E5 are very familiar with decision trees
and trees boosting algorithms. All five experts have at least five years’ experience with tree
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boost algorithms and some of them playing with different features on fraud detection models
(tree-based and DNN-based) every day.

Case 1: Human Activity Recognition:
This data is collected while human subjects conducting different activities through a
smartphone device. The six classes/activities are “Laying,” “Sitting,” “Standing,” “Walking,”
“Walking Downstairs,” and “Walking Upstairs,” which we referred as C0 to C5. Each
record/instance is a 561-dimensional vector (i.e., 561 data features), representing different
sensor values.

From the decrease of the Loss curve (as shown in Fig. 10), we can easily see the model evolves
towards the right direction. The increase of the Accuracy curve echoes this. Zooming into the
Accuracy curve, the model achieves an accuracy of 86% after the first boosting iteration (i.e.,
with only 6 trees). After 120 iterations (120×6 trees in total), the final accuracy reaches 93%.
From the sankey diagram based temporal confusion matrix, we can see that the true positive
nodes takes a large portion of the height since iteration 1 and onwards (Fig. 10), echoing the
high accuracy at iteration 1. The number of true positives shows slightly improvement over
training. Also, the number of red/green/blue links getting decreased over iterations, indicating
the model is getting more and more stable (Fig. 4-a2).

Early/Later Converging stage:
The early iterations, we can see pie charts with all three color fractions (Fig. 4-a1). For later
iterations, gray fractions take more portion and no blue fractions in latter stages. This echoes
that the crossing links between different nodes are much more than the later stages. The
prediction of different instances is very volatile, and they may frequently jump between
different classes. To the very end iterations, there are not many instances with dynamics. Most
of the pies are with gray color. There are pies with green/red fractions, but the vertical axis of
the chart reflects that the number is very small (as shown in Fig. 11).
Easily separable class Drilling down to individual classes, we observed that C0 (“Laying”) can
be easily differentiated from other classes. There are no blue sankey nodes with diagonal-stripe
(as shown in Fig. 10), indicating there is no instances falling into the false positive cells for C0.
Also, the Sankey links connecting the blue nodes (true positives) always in gray color and
20
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never diverge into other classes nodes, indicating there is no confusion between this class and
others. Clicking the gray links connecting T1_0_0 and T20_0_0 and checking the features in
the Feature view, we noticed that F53 is the most important one. From iteration 1 to iteration
20, it plays an increasingly more important roles and the circles are getting far from the origin
(i.e., |Shap| is getting larger, Fig. 12a-b). Also, large F53 (orange circles) contributes negatively
to the probability of C0, but positively to the rest classes. Its positive contribution can be seen
from Fig. 12c-d.

C0 can been filtered out from the further analysis, as it is not confused with any other classes.
From the Tree view, F53 is also the root splitting feature in the tree for C0 at iteration 1 (Fig.
12e). The tree has only one level, and F53 can clearly separate the data of class 0 and the rest.
The left link is blue, representing C0, the right gray link represents the stream of instances for
other classes. Checking the distribution of the data at the root node, we can see the value
distribution of F53 and the splitting line at F53=0.096 clearly separate class 0 (red) and the rest
class instances (gray). The real meaning of F53 is ‘tGravityAccmin()-X’, indicating that the
gravity acceleration signals from x-axis is less than 0.096 if and only if the action is “Laying”.
Other iterations also checked for the trees by clicking the corresponding bars in the horizontal
bar chart. All trees between iteration 1 and 20 share the same structure, i.e., only one branching
with F53 as the splitting feature. We can also see that the first tree boosted the probability
values the most, as it has the largest leaf value, and the leaf values gradually decrease with the
increasing iterations. Also, the probability for the selected instance to be class 0 keeps
increasing (observed from the probability view for single instances, Fig. 4-a4).

Major Degenerated Iteration:
Changing the curve to ‘degenerated’ and zooming into the curve to check the pie charts at
individual iterations, two peaks at iteration 2 and 9 may be noticed. At iteration 2, although the
number of degenerated instances is large, the number of improved is even larger based on the
pie chart and it is still dominating the distribution. This make sense, as in the early stage, the
model is quickly evolving and the number of different types of data instances are large. At
iteration 9, the degenerated instances take a big portion. Selecting this iteration into the
Temporal Confusion Matrix is decided.
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The biggest degeneration comes from C1 as indicated by the thick red links. Selecting the link
connecting T1 1 1 to T9 1 2, we diagnose why C1 (“Sitting”) were misclassified as C2
(“Standing”). There are 16 instances in this link. From the averaged probability plot, we see
that the probability for both C1 and C2 increased, but C2 increased more (Fig. 4-a3). Checking
the Shap values for C2 for the selected 16 instances (Fig. 4b), we see that F275 contributed
more to C2, making the probability of C2 large. The feature values are also more distributed
(i.e., wider spreading across x-axis), indicating the model can take advantage of this feature
more effectively (i.e., larger |Shap|). F42 also contributed more. The two features are also the
most important two when sorting features based on mean(|Shap|) of all data instances.

For the selected instance in the Data Table (id 193, Fig. 4-a5), we can see from the Tree view
(Fig. 4c1) that the instance turns out to be degenerated (in red) at iteration 3, improved (in
green) at iteration 6, but degenerated (in red) again at iteration 9. At iteration 3, the instance
become C2, because the large positive leaf value for C2 (0.2908) and negative leaf value for
C1 (-0.1573), see Fig. 4-c2. Trace the highlighted nodes from the tree in Fig. 4-c3 to see what
features have contributed to this big improve of the probability for C2, which are F275, F51,
F41, F427, and F327. One can further check the meaning of each feature to interpret the model.
Our experts are from the financial domain, so we did not dive into these fields’ meanings too
much. But the tree view works well for fraud detection as well, they can interpret if a large
dollar amount (one feature) or cross-border shopping (another feature) are really contributing
features to the predictions of frauds or not. From the sankey diagram with the highlight nodes.
we know the instance flew into the true positive nodes finally (Fig. 4-a2).

The misclassification is because the features contribute more to C2, though they also contribute
to C1. The model still goes toward the right direction, as the probability of all rest classes get
smaller.

Case 2: Forest Cover Types:
This data is to predict the forest cover type based only on 54 cartographic information. The 7
possible

classes

are

“Spruce/Fir”,

“Lodgepole

Pine”,

“Ponderosa

Pine”,

“Cottonwood/Willow”, “Aspen”, “Douglas-fir”, and “Krummholz”, which are denoted as C0C6.
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Performance Evolution. Fig. 13a shows the temporal confusion matrix with the “union”
filtering on C0 only. From left to right, the loss curve is decreasing, and we can easily observer
the increasing number of true-positive instances of C0, as the height of the blue Sankey node
keeps increasing. Fig. 13b shows the same temporal confusion matrix after the log-mapping.
The bottom smaller nodes with diagonal strips are easier to see, and we can more easily interact
with the Sankey links. However, it also shows that the height of the Sankey nodes can no longer
accurately reflect the number of instances.

Feature Evolution:
Selecting the sankey link representing most of the degenerated instances between iteration 1
and 100 (i.e., the highlighted red one). There are 51 instances in this stream. With this selection,
the Feature view then computed the importance of individual features and presented the top 10
most important ones. From them the most important one for both the start and end iteration is
F1, which is shown in Fig. 14. From the comparison of the impact of this feature between the
two iterations, we can easily see that it plays a much more important role in iteration 100.
Specifically, instances with small F1 values contribute more negatively to the probability value
predicted for C0. The real meaning of F1 is elevation. Although it plays the most important
role, but it is not differentiable features of the seven classes, as there are still class mix in
different elevation ranges.

Tree Evolution:
From the 51 instances in the selected data stream (Sankey link in Fig. 13), we randomly picked
one (id 146) to check how it flew in the XGBoost model. Fig. 15 shows the horizontal
histogram (Fig. 4-c1) for the seven classes. First, we cannot see the monotonic decreasing
pattern of the leaf values (as showed earlier in Fig. 12e), though in most cases, the first tree
still has the largest leaf value and boosts the most. Second, the leaf values for class C2-C6 are
mostly negative for this selected instance. From the probability view, we can also see that, the
class confusion of this instance is between C0 and C1.

Focus on the horizontal bars for C0 and C1, we can roughly divide the 100 tree boosting
iterations into four stages. At stage 1 (iteration 1-13), the cumulated leaf values for C0 were
larger than C1, so instance 146 was in the true-positive node (T0_0_0). The red rectangle with
dashed borders at iteration 14 indicates the start of the second stage (iteration 14-53). In this
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stage, the instance became a false positive one, i.e., true label C0 but predicted as C1, because
the cumulated leaf values for C1 became larger than that of C0. At stage 3 (iteration 54-79),
the prediction of the instance flipped several times between C0 and C1, at iteration 54, 55, and
62, as indicated by the green and red rectangle with dashed borders in Fig. 15. Frequently, we
found the decision change due to the accumulated probability values goes off a little larger than
the true class. Finally, at iteration 80, i.e., the beginning of stage 4 (iteration 80-100), the large
negative leaf values for C0 made the instance become a false positive, until iteration 100. From
the highlighted nodes in the Temporal Confusion Matrix (Fig. 13a), we can also see that this
instance is in the node of T100_0_1 at iteration 100. Tracking it further to later iterations, we
can see that this node is to be a false-positive node. However, it merges into the true-positive
node at iteration 400 (T400_0_0). We can further examine the instance between iteration 300
to 400 to check where the prediction flip happened. These details help to track down interesting
iterations regarding the instance of interest.

Going further to examine the tree construction process, we checked the tree structure for C0
from iteration 1 to iteration 15 as shown in Fig. 16. First F1 is the root node and splitting feature
for most of the trees in this range, which verifies our observation from the Feature view that
F1 is the most important feature. We divide the trees into three groups in Fig. 16.

In the first group, the trees all use F1 as the splitting feature, and the splitting threshold is
decreasing, i.e., from 3022 to 2672. As shown on the right of the trees, the probability
distribution plots of the data instances show that the model was trying to push the threshold
line (in red) to a place where it can put all the red region on the right of the threshold line (i.e.,
making the left part be only non-C0 class instance). This goal was achieved at iteration 7, where
we entered the second group of trees. In this group, all root nodes of the trees are still F1 and
the always use the threshold value 2524 as the splitting criteria. From the link color of the tree,
we can see that the left branch (with gray color only) contains only non-C0 instances. Although
the root node is fixed, we can still see the trees being optimized iteratively. For example, the
only leaf node showing in this group of trees has decreasing leaf values with the iterations.
Coming into the third group of trees, we noticed that the root feature becomes F10, and the
model starts again to find the best splitting threshold for this feature in iteration 14 and 15. In
another example, gradient tree boosting is shown in fig.17.A and 17.B. The trees are built until
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identifying the small residuals or maximum tree limit. Once the trees are built, instance-based
analysis is performed and represents each instance as a box with binary classification.

Discussion, limitations, and future work:
Generalization. The proposed design for Temporal Confusion Matrix can also be used to
investigate the evolution of other models. For example, individual training epochs of deep
neural networks can be considered as the iterations in tree boosting models, and the Temporal
Confusion Matrix can directly be used to show the data stream across epochs, as a similar work
has shown in [19]. Our improved Feature view can also be used for other models, and it has a
good scalability as users can easily control the number of circles by specifying the number of
bins for the 2D histogram.

Our work only focused on the XGBoost model to best accommodate the interest of our domain
experts. However, as the basic working mechanisms for other tree boosting implementations,
e.g., lightGBM and CatBoost, are similar to XGBoost, VISTB can be easily applied to those
models. This is one of our planned future works. Another research direction we plan to explore
is to improve the circle packing algorithms from [27,29], such that we can enforce certain
horizontal constraints and limit the vertical extensions of the layout.

Conclusion:
The present disclosure proposes a VISTB models, which integrates three coordinated views to
reveal the models’ dynamic evolutions. Specifically, categorizing the instances between
neighbouring boosting iterations into four categories based on their predictions (improved,
generated, shifted, and unchanged). The present disclosure proposes a new sankey diagrambased design to track and select instances. Focused on the instance of interest, VISTB illustrates
and compares the importance of different data features and allows users to interactively explore
how the instances flow through the ensemble of decision trees. Through case studies with
machine learning experts, the effectiveness of VISTB system is validated.

Advantages of the present disclosure:
The present disclosure proposes a VISTB system and method for providing effective interface
to a user to track data instances. The present disclosure facilitates a new visual design to
demonstrate the temporal evolution of the confusion matrix of predictive models. An existing
25
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design is improved for feature importance visualization and extended the design for feature
comparison across tree boosting iterations. The proposed disclosure facilities to develop an
integrated visual analytics framework for tree boosting model based on the temporal confusion
matrix, the improved design for feature comparisons, and an interactive tree structure
visualization.

Computing System:
Figure 18 illustrates a block diagram of an exemplary computer system 1800 for implementing
embodiments consistent with the present disclosure. In an embodiment, the computer system
1800 is used to implement a visual interactive system for tree boosting to facilitate a new design
of temporal confusion matrix. The new design provides an effective interface to users to track
data instances’ predictions across the tree boosting process. The computer system 1800 may
include a central processing unit (“CPU” or “processor”) 1802. The processor 1802 may
include at least one data processor for executing processes in Virtual Storage Area Network.
The processor 1002 may include specialized processing units such as, integrated system (bus)
controllers, memory management control units, floating point units, graphics processing units,
digital signal processing units, etc.

The processor 1802 may be disposed in communication with one or more input/output (I/O)
devices 1809 and 1810 via I/O interface 1801. The I/O interface 1801 may employ
communication protocols/methods such as, without limitation, audio, analog, digital,
monaural, RCA, stereo, IEEE-1394, serial bus, universal serial bus (USB), infrared, PS/2,
BNC, coaxial, component, composite, digital visual interface (DVI), high-definition
multimedia interface (HDMI), radio frequency (RF) antennas, S-Video, VGA, IEEE 802.n
/b/g/n/x, Bluetooth, cellular (e.g., code-division multiple access (CDMA), high-speed packet
access (HSPA+), global system for mobile communications (GSM), long-term evolution
(LTE), WiMax, or the like), etc.

Using the I/O interface 1801, the computer system 1800 may communicate with one or more
I/O devices 1809 and 1810. For example, the input devices 1809 may be an antenna, keyboard,
mouse, joystick, (infrared) remote control, camera, card reader, fax machine, dongle, biometric
reader, microphone, touch screen, touchpad, trackball, stylus, scanner, storage device,
transceiver, video device/source, etc. The output devices 1810 may be a printer, fax machine,
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video display (e.g., cathode ray tube (CRT), liquid crystal display (LCD), light- emitting diode
(LED), plasma, Plasma Display Panel (PDP), Organic light-emitting diode display (OLED) or
the like), audio speaker, etc.

The processor 1802 may be disposed in communication with a communication network 1811
via a network interface 1803. The network interface 1803 may communicate with the
communication network 1811. The network interface 303 may employ connection protocols
including, without limitation, direct connect, Ethernet (e.g., twisted pair 10/100/1000 Base T),
transmission control protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP), token ring, IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n/x,
etc. The communication network 1811 may include, without limitation, a direct
interconnection, local area network (LAN), wide area network (WAN), wireless network (e.g.,
using Wireless Application Protocol), the Internet, etc. Using the network interface 1803 and
the communication network 1811, the computer system 1800 may communicate with a user
device 1812 via communication network 1811 to display evolving results of multiple iterations
of a decision tree boosting process in a temporal confusion matrix on a Graphical User Interface
associated with the user device 1812. The network interface 1803 may employ connection
protocols include, but not limited to, direct connect, Ethernet (e.g., twisted pair 10/100/1000
Base T), transmission control protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP), token ring, IEEE
802.11a/b/g/n/x, etc.

The communication network 1811 includes, but is not limited to, a direct interconnection, an
e-commerce network, a peer to peer (P2P) network, local area network (LAN), wide area
network (WAN), wireless network (e.g., using Wireless Application Protocol), the Internet,
Wi-Fi, and such. The first network and the second network may either be a dedicated network
or a shared network, which represents an association of the different types of networks that use
a variety of protocols, for example, Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP), Wireless Application Protocol (WAP), etc., to
communicate with each other. Further, the first network and the second network may include
a variety of network devices, including routers, bridges, servers, computing devices, storage
devices, etc.

In some embodiments, the processor 1802 may be disposed in communication with a memory
1805 (e.g., RAM, ROM, etc. not shown in Figure 18) via a storage interface 1804. The storage
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interface 1804 may connect to memory 1805 including, without limitation, memory drives,
removable disc drives, etc., employing connection protocols such as, serial advanced
technology attachment (SATA), Integrated Drive Electronics (IDE), IEEE-1394, Universal
Serial Bus (USB), fibre channel, Small Computer Systems Interface (SCSI), etc. The memory
drives may further include a drum, magnetic disc drive, magneto-optical drive, optical drive,
Redundant Array of Independent Discs (RAID), solid-state memory devices, solid-state drives,
etc.

The memory 1805 may store a collection of program or database components, including,
without limitation, user interface 1806, an operating system 1807, web browser 1808 etc. In
some embodiments, computer system 1800 may store user/application data, such as, the data,
variables, records, etc., as described in this disclosure. Such databases may be implemented as
fault-tolerant, relational, scalable, secure databases such as Oracle ® or Sybase®.

The operating system 1807 may facilitate resource management and operation of the computer
system 1800. Examples of operating systems include, without limitation, APPLE
MACINTOSH® OS X, UNIX®, UNIX-like system distributions (E.G., BERKELEY
SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTIONTM (BSD), FREEBSDTM, NETBSDTM, OPENBSDTM, etc.),
LINUX DISTRIBUTIONSTM (E.G., RED HATTM, UBUNTUTM, KUBUNTUTM, etc.), IBMTM
OS/2, MICROSOFTTM WINDOWSTM (XPTM, VISTATM/7/8, 10 etc.), APPLE® IOSTM,
GOOGLE® ANDROIDTM, BLACKBERRY® OS, or the like.

In some embodiments, the computer system 1800 may implement a web browser 1808 stored
program component. The web browser 1808 may be a hypertext viewing application, such as
Microsoft Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Apple Safari, etc. Secure web
browsing may be provided using Hypertext Transport Protocol Secure (HTTPS), Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL), Transport Layer Security (TLS), etc. Web browsers 1808 may utilize
facilities such as AJAX, DHTML, Adobe Flash, JavaScript, Java, Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs), etc. In some embodiments, the computer system 1800 may implement a mail
server stored program component. The mail server may be an Internet mail server such as
Microsoft Exchange, or the like. The mail server may utilize facilities such as ASP, ActiveX,
ANSI C++/C#, Microsoft .NET, Common Gateway Interface (CGI) scripts, Java, JavaScript,
PERL, PHP, Python, WebObjects, etc. The mail server may utilize communication protocols
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such as Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP), Messaging Application Programming
Interface (MAPI), Microsoft Exchange, Post Office Protocol (POP), Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol (SMTP), or the like. In some embodiments, the computer system 1800 may implement
a mail client stored program component. The mail client may be a mail viewing application,
such as Apple Mail, Microsoft Entourage, Microsoft Outlook, Mozilla Thunderbird, etc.

Furthermore, one or more computer-readable storage media may be utilized in implementing
embodiments consistent with the present disclosure. A computer-readable storage medium
refers to any type of physical memory on which information or data readable by a processor
1802 may be stored. Thus, a computer-readable storage medium may store instructions for
execution by one or more processors, including instructions for causing the processor(s) 1802
to perform steps or stages consistent with the embodiments described herein. The term
“computer-readable medium” should be understood to include tangible items and exclude
carrier waves and transient signals, i.e., be non-transitory. Examples include Random Access
Memory (RAM), Read-Only Memory (ROM), volatile memory, non-volatile memory, hard
drives, Compact Disc (CD) ROMs, DVDs, flash drives, disks, and any other known physical
storage media.

The described operations may be implemented as a method, system or article of manufacture
using standard programming and/or engineering techniques to produce software, firmware,
hardware, or any combination thereof. The described operations may be implemented as code
maintained in a “non-transitory computer readable medium,” where a processor 1802 may read
and execute the code from the computer readable medium. The processor 1802 is at least one
of a microprocessor and a processor capable of processing and executing the queries. A nontransitory computer readable medium may include media such as magnetic storage medium
(e.g., hard disk drives, floppy disks, tape, etc.), optical storage (CD-ROMs, DVDs, optical
disks, etc.), volatile and non-volatile memory devices (e.g., EEPROMs, ROMs, PROMs,
RAMs, DRAMs, SRAMs, Flash Memory, firmware, programmable logic, etc.), etc. Further,
non-transitory computer-readable media may include all computer-readable media except for
a transitory. The code implementing the described operations may further be implemented in
hardware logic (e.g., an integrated circuit chip, Programmable Gate Array (PGA), Application
Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), etc.).
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The illustrated steps are set out to explain the exemplary embodiments shown, and it should be
anticipated that ongoing technological development will change the manner in which particular
functions are performed. These examples are presented herein for purposes of illustration, and
not limitation. Further, the boundaries of the functional building blocks have been arbitrarily
defined herein for the convenience of the description. Alternative boundaries can be defined so
long as the specified functions and relationships thereof are appropriately performed.
Alternatives (including equivalents, extensions, variations, deviations, etc., of those described
herein) will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on the teachings contained
herein. Such alternatives fall within the scope and spirit of the disclosed embodiments. Also,
the words "comprising," "having," "containing," and "including," and other similar forms are
intended to be equivalent in meaning and be open ended in that an item or items following any
one of these words is not meant to be an exhaustive listing of such item or items or meant to
be limited to only the listed item or items. It must also be noted that as used herein and in the
appended concepts, the singular forms “a,” “an,” and “the” include plural references unless the
context clearly dictates otherwise.

Furthermore, one or more computer-readable storage media may be utilized in implementing
embodiments consistent with the present disclosure. A computer readable storage medium
refers to any type of physical memory on which information or data readable by a processor
may be stored. Thus, a computer readable storage medium may store instructions for execution
by one or more processors, including instructions for causing the processor(s) to perform steps
or stages consistent with the embodiments described herein. The term “computer readable
medium” should be understood to include tangible items and exclude carrier waves and
transient signals, i.e., are non-transitory. Examples include random access memory (RAM),
read-only memory (ROM), volatile memory, non-volatile memory, hard drives, CD ROMs,
DVDs, flash drives, disks, and any other known physical storage media.

Finally, the language used in the specification has been principally selected for readability and
instructional purposes, and it may not have been selected to delineate or circumscribe the
inventive subject matter. Accordingly, the disclosure of the embodiments of the disclosure is
intended to be illustrative, but not limiting, of the scope of the disclosure.
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With respect to the use of substantially any plural and/or singular terms herein, those having
skill in the art can translate from the plural to the singular and/or from the singular to the plural
as is appropriate to the context and/or application. The various singular/plural permutations
may be expressly set forth herein for sake of clarity.

Essential concepts:

Concept.1: A method for displaying evolving results of multiple iterations of a decision tree
boosting process in a temporal confusion matrix on a graphical user interface, the method
comprising:
displaying a first pane of the graphical user interface, the first pane including:
a plurality of layers of vertical nodes, the layers spaced horizontally, where each
layer of vertical nodes represents a confusion matrix at a specific iteration, wherein
each node represents a type of decision tree result, wherein each node is shaded or
colored according to the type of decision tree result, and wherein each node is sized
according to the number of data instances for the type of decision tree result; and
a plurality of sets of links connecting nodes in adjacent layers to illustrate
changes in results across iterations, wherein links are colored according to the type of
result change, and wherein the links have a thickness based on the number of data
instances that changed

Concept 2: further comprising:
receiving one or more user-selections of one or more layers of vertical nodes;
in response to the one or more user-selections, collapsing or expanding one or more
layers of vertical nodes; and
updating, based on the collapsing or expanding, the plurality of sets of links so that each
displayed layer of vertical nodes is connected to the closest adjacent layer of vertical nodes,
and wherein the plurality of sets of links show changes between the currently displayed
iterations represented by the expanded layers of vertical nodes, wherein the currently displayed
iterations are a subset of all iterations.

Concept 3: wherein each node is a sankey node.
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Concept 4: wherein each type of decision tree result is a specific predicted class that matched
a specific actual class, or a specific predicted class that did not match a specific actual class.

Concept 5: wherein types of result changes include improved, degenerated, shifted, and
unchanged

Concept 6: further comprising: displaying a second pane of the graphical user interface, the
second pane illustrating the importance of one or more features in the decision tree, the second
pane including:
a first plurality of charts for a first boost iteration, each chart representing a different
feature, wherein each chart includes:
a one-dimensional scale that spans a range of feature importance values; and
a plurality of shapes, each different shape representing a bin for collecting data
instances, each shape having:
a color that represents a bin for a range of feature magnitudes;
a location on the one-dimensional scale, the location representing a bin for a range of
feature importance values; and
a size that represents the count of data instances that are included in the same feature
magnitude bin and feature importance value bin;
a second plurality of charts for a second boost iteration, wherein each chart includes: a
one-dimensional scale that spans a range of feature importance values; and
a plurality of shapes, each different shape representing a bin for collecting data
instances, each shape having: a color that represents a bin for a range of feature magnitudes;
a location on the one-dimensional scale, the location representing a bin for a range of
feature importance values; and
a size that represents the count of data instances that are included in the same
feature magnitude bin and feature importance value bin; and
one or more links, each link connecting a chart from the first plurality of charts to a
chart from the second plurality of charts, the links connecting charts that represent the same
feature

Concept 7: further comprising:
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determining the earliest iteration currently being displayed in the first pane; determining
the last iteration currently being displayed in the first pane; generating the first plurality of
charts for the second pane based on data from the determined earliest iteration; and
generating the second plurality of charts for the second pane based on data from the
determined last iteration.

Concept 8: further comprising: updating the first plurality of charts and the second plurality of
charts in the second plane in response to user-selection in the first pane.

Concept 9: wherein the first plurality of charts and the second plurality of charts are generated
using static circle packing or dynamic circle packing.

Concept 10. wherein the feature value is a SHAP value.

Concept 11: further comprising:
displaying a third pane of the graphical user interface, the third pane illustrating data
flow through a decision tree, the third pane including:
a plurality of tree nodes each representing a binary step for dividing data instances, each
tree node displaying information about an associated binary step, wherein each tree node is
user-selectable and collapsible, wherein each branch and node stemming from a certain node
is collapsed when that certain node is collapsed;

Concept 12: a plurality of branches each representing descending decision pathways from tree
nodes to other tree nodes of tree leaves, wherein branch is displayed when the node above the
branch is displayed;
a plurality of tree leaves each representing data classifications; and
a highlighted pathway, the highlighted pathway representing a subset of nodes and
branches through which a selected data instance passes during decision tree sorting

Concept 13: further comprising: receiving a user-selection of a data instance; and modifying
the highlighted pathway based on the user-selection.
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Concept 14: further comprising: receiving a user-selection of a tree node; and collapsing or
expanding the branches and tree nodes stemming from the user selected tree node.

Concept 15: wherein the displayed decision tree represents a first boosting iteration, and the
method further comprising: receiving, in either the first pane or the third pane, a user selection
of a second boosting iteration; and displaying, in the third pane, a second decision tree that
represents the second boosting iteration.

Concept 16: further comprising:
receiving a user selection of a tree node; and
displaying a histogram or chart of the status of data classification progress according to
the user selected node, the histogram or chart displaying how well the currently predicted
classes match the actual classes

Concept 16: wherein the displayed information can be filtered based on a user-selected class
or a user-selected data instance.
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INVESTIGATING THE EVOLUTION OF TREE BOOSTING MODELS 5 WITH
VISUAL ANALYTICS
ABSTRACT

The present disclosure relates a method and a visual interactive system for tree boosting
(VISTB). Tree boosting uses a group of sequentially generated weak learners (i.e., decision
trees), each learns from the mistakes of its predecessor, to push the model’s decision boundary
towards the true boundary. As the number of trees keeps increasing over training, it is important
to reveal how the newly added trees change the predictions of individual data instances, and
how the impact of different data features evolve. To accomplish these goals, in this present
disclosure, proposes a new design of temporal confusion matrix, an effective interface is
provided to users to track data instances’ predictions across the tree boosting process. Also, an
improved visualization is presented the users to better illustrate and compare the impact of
individual data features across time. Integrating these components with a tree structure
visualization component in coordinated views.

Figure 3
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